ABSTRACT. C.L. Siegel established in 1929 [Ges. Abh., v.1,] the deep results that (i) all zeros of J(z) and J'(z) are transcendental when , is rational, z :p 0, and (ii) J',,(z)/J(x) is transcendental when , is rational and z algebraic. As usual, J(z) is the Bessel function of first kind and order t,. Here it is shown that simple arguments permit one to infer from Siegel's results analogous but not identical properties of the zeros of higher derivatives of x-UJ,(z) when / is algebraic and v rational. In particular, J"(4-x/)= 0 while all other zeros of J"(z) and all zeros of J',,"(z), v # 1, z # 0, are transcendental. Further,
rational the zeros of J,(x),J(x),x # O, are transcendental and that the ratio J(x)/J,(x) is transcendental for x algebraic. Here J,,(x) is, as usual, the Bessel function of the first kind and order v.
From these properties, as will be shown below, analogous (but not always identical) results can be inferred by quite simple arguments for the zeros of higher derivatives of 3"..(.) z-"J().
when # is algebraic and u rational.
For / 0, this gives full information on the transcendentality of zeros of J(")(x),n 2,...,18. Other standard special cases are t 7, t, m + 7, m 0,+1,+2,..., the familiar spherical Bessel functions (a multiplicative constant aside), and / t which presents the standard entire function A(x), again disregarding a multiphcative constant.
The transition from Siegel's theoreln to these results is via minor manipulations of the differential equation for y J,,(z) [5, 4. (1) These calculations can be applied equally well to the general form xy + p(x)xy' + q2(x)y O, (2) where p2(z) and q:(x) are algebraicpolynomials.
For y satisfying (2) , it follows by induction that y also satisfies, for n 2,3,4,..., "y(") + ,.,():y' + q.(:)y o, (3) where p,(x), q,(x) are algebraic polynomials. The 
where the coefficient functions are again polynomials. The passage is achieved by differentiating (3), multiplying through by x, then replacing x"y(") from (3) and x'y" from (2) . From (4), we have p,+, xp(x) + p,(x){1 n p2(x)} + q,.,(x), (5) q,,+l xq',,(x)-nq,,(x) q2(x)p,.,(x).
Thus, (3) and (4) 
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The following expressions were obtained for the first eight resultants factored over the rationals. 2.3. The case tt u. In contrast to the situation encountered in Theorems 6 and 7, here the functions r,(u) appear to have rational roots for every n > 2. So we have to check further to see if these rational roots correspond to non-zero common roots of p,(x) and q,(x). We again have recourse to Maple V, first to evaluate the roots of r,(v), then to find the greatest common divisor (using god [1, pp. What appears to be happening here is that, for each n _> 3, the polynomial rn(v) has exactly and -1/2, but these never give rise to common zeros of p, and q,. This has two rational zeros been verified for n 3,..., 15 using a procedure similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 8. Taking into account the special case arising in Theorem 3, we have: The results reported here suggest the following two questions (for which we expect negative answers): 
